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Parity
• Well, it’s violated, in the SM.

At most can be restored by BSM:

• … exact at high scale, and broken spontaneously.  
                                      E.g. Left-Right Symmetry (ν mass, WR, flavor)

• Predictions tied to high scale parity exactness.

• However, global symmetries are not protected…  
                             …predictions based on them are weak.  
Gauge would be better…



LRSM
… two possible LR Discrete symmetries

3

For the present study devoted to the CP observables ",
"0/" and nEDM, one of the main ingredients is Eq. (1).
It contains sources of CP-violation because of the spon-
taneous phase ↵ inside ⇣ and of the complexity of VR.
Remarkably, a tree-level contribution to "0 is generated
by the LR mixing ⇣ via an e↵ective four-quark operator
(defined below as QLR

2 ) obtained after integration of the
gauge field. The complete basis of operators, induced
at tree or loop level and through renormalization to low
scale, will be listed in section IV. A similar treatment is
reserved for nEDM, in the case of �S = 0 transitions:
as we shall see, analogous e↵ective operators generate via
chiral loops the dominant contribution to the nEDM [30].
The account and evaluation of the various sources of "0

and nEDM are the matter of dedicated sections in the
following.

B. The choice of LR discrete symmetry

In Eq. (1) the condition gL = gR = g is assumed, being
gL,R the gauge coupling of SU(2)L,R. This follows from
an additional discrete symmetry in the LRSM relating
the left and right sector. Such a symmetry is not unique:
it can be realized either with a generalized parity P or
a generalized charge conjugation C which, in addition to
exchanging the weak gauge groups, are defined respec-
tively by [22]

P :

(
QL $ QR

� ! �† , C :

(
QL $ (QR)c

� ! �T
, (5)

with analogous transformationa for the lepton doublets.
The action of P and C on the Yukawa Lagrangian

LY = Q
L

⇣
Y � + Ỹ �̃

⌘
QR + h.c. (6)

implies Y = Y † and Y = Y T respectively, and the same
for Ỹ . After the quark mass matrices

Mu = v1 Y + v2 e
�i↵ Ỹ

Md = v2 e
i↵ Y + v1 Ỹ (7)

are bi-diagonalized given forms of VR are obtained, ac-
cording to the properties of Y , Ỹ . The case of C is fairly
simple [22]:

VR = KuV
⇤Kd , (8)

with V the standard CKM matrix and Ku,d diagonal
matrices of free phases Ku = diag{ei✓u , ei✓c , ei✓t}, Kd =
diag{ei✓d , ei✓s , ei✓b}, where from now on we adopt ✓b = 0.

In the case of P, an analytical form for VR has been re-
cently found, with a perturbative expansion in the small
parameter |s↵ t2� | . 2mb/mt ' 0.05 [41, 42]:

VR,ij =Vij � is↵ t2�

 
Vijt� +

3X

k=1

Vkj(V md V †)ik
mu ii +mu kk

(9)

+
Vik(V † mu V )kj
md jj +md kk

!
+O(s↵ t2�)

2 ,

where mu,d are the diagonal quark mass matrices. This
expression is not unique, other solutions are found by
replacing mii ! simii and

V ! diag{su, sc, st}V diag{sd, ss, sb} , (10)

where si are arbitrary signs (and from now on we adopt
sb = 1). In Appendix A, explicit expressions for the
relevant phase combinations are given for generic si.

The argument of the determinant of the fermion mass
matrices can also be computed [30, 41, 42], namely

✓̄ ' 1

2
s↵ t2� Re tr

�
m�1

u
V mdV

† �m�1
d

V †muV
�

(11)

at the first order in s↵ t2� .

III. K0 � K̄0 MIXING

A particularly constraining process for the LRSM is the
neutral kaon mixing, e↵ectively induced through the chi-
rally enhanced operator

⌦
K0 |s̄Ld s̄Rd|K0

↵
=

1

2
f2
K
mKBK

4


m2

K

(ms +md)2
+

1

6

�
,

(12)
where fK and mK are the decay constant and the mass
of the meson K respectively, and L,R = (1 ⌥ �5)/2.
This operator is generated via the LR box diagrams and
even at the tree-level through the exchange of a flavor-
changing (FC) scalar [12, 43]. The inclusion of the one-
loop renormalization of the tree-level diagrams, necessary
for a gauge invariant result [44], has phenomenologically
relevant implications [25]. The bag factor BK

4 has been
computed on the lattice by various groups with some 20%
discrepancies [45]. For the present study, we follow the
discussion and numerical analysis of Ref. [25], to which
we refer the reader for the details.

The CP violating parameter ", which gauges the indi-
rect CP violation in the mixing, is particularly important
in constraining the external CP-phases introduced in the
previous section [22, 25]. The bounds may be inferred by
using a convenient parametrization of new physics in ",
namely

h" ⌘
Im
⌦
K0 |HLR|K0

↵

Im
⌦
K0 |HLL|K0

↵ , (13)

which in the case of C turns into

hC
"
' Im

h
ei(✓d�✓s)

�
Acc +Act cos(✓c � ✓t + �)

�i
, (14)

while in the case of P becomes

hP
"
/ Im

h
ei(✓d�✓s)

⇥
Acc +Acte

i� cos(✓c � ✓t)
⇤i

, (15)

with � = arg(VLtd) ' �22�. Acc,ct correspond to the
contributions of charm-charm and charm-top quark in
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• Case of : can be protected by embedding into gauge:  
          It’s a generator of SO(10), 
          mixing QL ⇄ QRc  that live inside 16. 

• Case of  ?  it’s Parity plus exchange of SU(2)L, SU(2)R

• But… Lorentz forbids to mix QL ⇄ QR…

𝒞

𝒫

𝒫 𝒞



Insist in gauging P
Parity does not commute with Lorentz

•   Need to gauge also Lorentz - internal symmetry

•   This is Cartan (first order) formulation of gravity

But QL , QR also have different weak charges  
                 e.g. has to swap SU(2)L ⇄ SU(2)R 

•   Need to mix Lorentz and SM interaction

   Unify gauge of SM, Lorentz, and parity. 



Make Parity continuous
• Decompose in spacetime inversion plus internal P 

• Discrete internal parity P

• Can be made continuous:

for any X, commuting with P, and with  
(e.g.   )

2

We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.

Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,

 =

✓
 L

 R

◆
, P = �0 ⌘

✓
0 1
1 0

◆
⌘ 1⌦ �1 . (1)

As usual, parity swaps fermions as

 L $  R or  ! P  . (2)

Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:

U(↵) = e
i
↵
2 X(P�1)

= e
�i

↵
2 X

⇣
cos

↵

2
+ iXP sin

↵

2

⌘
, (3)

where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
tation. Labeling the internal directions as 0, . . . , 4, the
new internal spacelike direction 4 requires four new gen-
erators: three rotations Ri in the i-4 planes, and one
boost K4. One can write

Li =
�i ⌦ 1

2
, Ki =

i�i ⌦ �3

2
,

Ri =
�i ⌦ �1

2
, K4 =

i1⌦ �2

2
. (5)

Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different

rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
0

BBBBBB@

0 i�i ⌦1⌦�3 i1⌦1⌦�2 i1⌦�b ⌦�1

�i�j ⌦1⌦�3 ✏ijk�k ⌦1⌦1 ��j ⌦1⌦�1 �b ⌦�j ⌦�2

�i1⌦1⌦�2 �i ⌦1⌦�1 0 �1⌦�b ⌦�3

�i�b ⌦1⌦�1 ��i ⌦�b ⌦�2 1⌦�a ⌦�3 ✏abc1⌦�c ⌦1

1

CCCCCCA

where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.
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tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform

under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.

SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.1

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge
symmetry, further extended to include other interactions.
It was discussed in [18, 19] how this unification does not
contradict the Coleman Mandula argument. We refer
to [15, 24] for extra discussions.

1 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.
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Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,

 =

✓
 L

 R

◆
, P = �0 ⌘

✓
0 1
1 0

◆
⌘ 1⌦ �1 . (1)

As usual, parity swaps fermions as

 L $  R or  ! P  . (2)

Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:

U(↵) = e
i
↵
2 X(P�1)

= e
�i

↵
2 X

⇣
cos

↵

2
+ iXP sin

↵

2

⌘
, (3)

where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
tation. Labeling the internal directions as 0, . . . , 4, the
new internal spacelike direction 4 requires four new gen-
erators: three rotations Ri in the i-4 planes, and one
boost K4. One can write

Li =
�i ⌦ 1

2
, Ki =

i�i ⌦ �3

2
,

Ri =
�i ⌦ �1

2
, K4 =

i1⌦ �2

2
. (5)

Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different
rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform

under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.

SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.1

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge
symmetry, further extended to include other interactions.
It was discussed in [18, 19] how this unification does not
contradict the Coleman Mandula argument. We refer
to [15, 24] for extra discussions.

1 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.
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We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.

Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,

 =

✓
 L
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◆
, P = �0 ⌘

✓
0 1
1 0

◆
⌘ 1⌦ �1 . (1)

As usual, parity swaps fermions as

 L $  R or  ! P  . (2)

Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:

U(↵) = e
i
↵
2 X(P�1)

= e
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↵
2 X
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cos

↵

2
+ iXP sin
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, (3)

where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
tation. Labeling the internal directions as 0, . . . , 4, the
new internal spacelike direction 4 requires four new gen-
erators: three rotations Ri in the i-4 planes, and one
boost K4. One can write

Li =
�i ⌦ 1

2
, Ki =

i�i ⌦ �3

2
,

Ri =
�i ⌦ �1

2
, K4 =

i1⌦ �2

2
. (5)

Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different

rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.
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symmetry, further extended to include other interactions.
It was discussed in [17, 18] how this unification does not
contradict the Coleman Mandula argument. We refer
to [16, 25] for extra discussions.

The framework is based on the first-order (Cartan) for-
mulation of Gravity (see e.g. [26]) where the gauge field
of the Lorentz group is a spin connection !

m

µn
and the

vierbein field e
m

µ
transforms as a vector under the local

Lorentz group (index m = 0, . . . , 3). A background value
(VEV) of the vierbein is needed for a sensible low energy
spacetime metric: for a standard Minkowski background
it is em

µ
= Mpl �

m

µ
, with Mpl the Planck mass. This VEV,

regarded as the choice of a fixed (unitary) gauge, breaks
both the local Lorentz group and the diffeomorphism in-
variance. It nevertheless leaves unbroken a joint global
Lorentz symmetry, realized when Lorentz and diff trans-
formations on µ and m are matched. This is the global
Lorentz invariance of the Minkowski background that we
experience at low energy. The counting of degrees of
freedom confirms that of the 16 independent fields in e

m

µ
,

6 fields correspond to the gauge modes of local Lorentz
transformations and are set to zero with the gauge fixing,
or “eaten” by the spin connection, which can be shown
to acquire a mass of the order of the Planck scale Mpl.
The other 10 degrees of freedom become propagating and
carry the standard graviton. In this formulation, the
vierbein acts as a Higgs field for the breaking of the local
Lorentz group to a global symmetry.

It is worth stressing again that in the symmetric phase
the internal (gauge) Lorentz transformations are disen-
tangled from the spacetime (diff) ones, while in the bro-
ken phase they are glued. Accordingly, spinors are orig-
inally scalars under spacetime transformations and just
transform under internal local Lorentz. Only in the bro-
ken phase they become spinors also of spacetime trans-
formations, being these glued to Lorentz. As an exam-
ple, their fermionic kinetic term arises from a symmetric-
phase lagrangian written geometrically as

L kin =  �
m
D ^ e

n ^ e
r ^ e

s
✏mnrs, (7)

where i)  are spinors under the gauge group and scalars
under diffs; ii) the vierbein one form is e

m
= e

m

µ
dx

µ; iii)
the covariant derivative D contains the gauge connection
one form !

m

n
= !µ

m

n
dx

µ. In the broken phase, this action
reproduces the standard fermionic kinetic term, including
gravitational interactions.

In this formulation, gravity is ready for enlargement of
the Lorentz gauge group to a generic group G, including
Lorentz and other gauge interactions. One promotes the
local Lorentz index m to a larger index M in a repre-
sentation of G, while space-time and its indices µ remain
four-dimensional. The extended vierbein e

M

µ
still trans-

forms as a one-form under standard 4D diffs, but M is
enlarged. The gauge field !

M

µN
of the enlarged group G

contains both the spin connection and standard gauge
interactions.

Let us exemplify this construction in the case of
G = SO(1, 3 + N), which preserves the metric ⌘MN =

diag {1,�1,�1,�1,�1 . . .} with M = 0, . . . N + 3.
Notably, a vierbein VEV can be arranged again in just

four directions,

e
M

µ
=

⇢
Mpl �

M

µ
, for 0  M  3

0 , for 4  M  N + 3
(8)

which does a twofold job. It breaks again diffs and the 4D
part of G down to global simultaneous Lorentz transfor-
mations of µ and the first four indices M , and in addition
it leaves unbroken a local subgroup SO(N), mixing the
last N directions where the VEV vanishes. This mecha-
nism was used in [17], with SO(11, 3) broken in this single
step to a SO(10) GUT. As analyzed there, the correct
fermionic, gauge, and gravitational lagrangians emerge
after the symmetry breaking of the G-invariant unified
theory, for instance from a direct generalization of (7).

We wish here to study the action of U(1)P and of
P on the background (8). Because U(1)P contains a
gauge rotation in (e.g.) the 1-2 and 3-4 planes and the
VEV e

M

µ
is nonzero in these subspaces, the continuous

U(1)P symmetry is broken (indeed only SO(N) survives).
The discrete P = U(⇡) instead has a more interesting
fate. After this ⇡ rotation, four internal spatial direc-
tions change sign, eM

µ
! �e

M

µ
for M = 1, 2, 3, 4. Because

the VEV is nonvanishing only in the first three directions
M = µ = i = 1, 2, 3, one can write

e
M=0,...,3
µ

= Mpl diag(1, 1, 1, 1) (9)
U(⇡)! Mpl diag(1,�1,�1,�1) ,

or e
M

µ
! e

M

µ
⌘
MM (no summation). Thus also P = U(⇡)

is broken, as it does not preserve e
M

µ
.

We however notice that the VEV can be restored by
adding a Is spatial inversion, eM

µ
! ⌘µµe

M

µ
, which com-

pletes the action of P. We then find

P : e
M

µ
! ⌘µµe

M

µ
⌘
MM

= e
M

µ
, (10)

i.e. the vierbein VEV is invariant under combined inter-
nal parity and spatial inversion, P = Is � P . This result
shows that the breaking mechanism glues not only the
gauge and diff Lorentz transformations but also glues in-
ternal parity with spatial inversion, to produce the stan-
dard behavior of parity in the low energy field theory.

Thus, if the Lagrangian is invariant under space in-
version, then the low energy theory will be exactly P
invariant.
Emergence of LRSM Yukawa terms. It is instruc-
tive to explicitly discuss, in the SO(1, 7) example, the
emergence of the P-invariant fermionic Yukawa terms
of the LRSM. While in the symmetric phase a direct
(Majorana) mass term for the fermions  t

C is for-
bidden by the other gauge interactions, e.g. B � L and
color (or SU(4)) one can have Yukawa terms by intro-
ducing some extra bosonic field, for instance a generic
(reducible) H 2 8c8

†
c
:

LYuk = YH 
†
H + h.c. , (11)

where YH is a generic complex Yukawa matrix.
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We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.

Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,

 =
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As usual, parity swaps fermions as

 L $  R or  ! P  . (2)

Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:
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where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
tation. Labeling the internal directions as 0, . . . , 4, the
new internal spacelike direction 4 requires four new gen-
erators: three rotations Ri in the i-4 planes, and one
boost K4. One can write
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, Ki =
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,
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Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different

rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.



SO(1,4) example
• Well known, SO(1,4)  (t,x,y,z,s)  contains 3D parity.  

Three new rotations Ri and one new boost K4  

• One can use e.g. X=L3 and XP=R3 : 
.                           

• 3D Parity ok: a joint 𝜋 rotation in x-y  and  z-s planes.  
Effectively swaps ΨL ⇄ ΨR  and reverses xyz   (also s)

U(π) = eiπ(L3−R3) = 1 ⊗ σ1 = P

2

We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.

Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,
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✓
0 1
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⌘ 1⌦ �1 . (1)

As usual, parity swaps fermions as

 L $  R or  ! P  . (2)

Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:

U(↵) = e
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↵
2 X

⇣
cos
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2
+ iXP sin
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2
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, (3)

where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
tation. Labeling the internal directions as 0, . . . , 4, the
new internal spacelike direction 4 requires four new gen-
erators: three rotations Ri in the i-4 planes, and one
boost K4. One can write

Li =
�i ⌦ 1

2
, Ki =

i�i ⌦ �3

2
,

Ri =
�i ⌦ �1

2
, K4 =

i1⌦ �2

2
. (5)

Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different

rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.

Now - as ΨL , ΨR have different weak charges,  
need to act also as SU(2)L ⇄ SU(2)R  …
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We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.

Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,
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As usual, parity swaps fermions as
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Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:
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where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
tation. Labeling the internal directions as 0, . . . , 4, the
new internal spacelike direction 4 requires four new gen-
erators: three rotations Ri in the i-4 planes, and one
boost K4. One can write

Li =
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Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different

rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.



Mixing with SM - e.g. Weak
• SO(1,7) example: SO(1,7) ⇾ SO(1,3)⨉SO(4) 

• Ψ=(ΨL ,ΨR) in a single Majorana multiplet:

2

We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.

Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,
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As usual, parity swaps fermions as

 L $  R or  ! P  . (2)

Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:

U(↵) = e
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where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
tation. Labeling the internal directions as 0, . . . , 4, the
new internal spacelike direction 4 requires four new gen-
erators: three rotations Ri in the i-4 planes, and one
boost K4. One can write

Li =
�i ⌦ 1

2
, Ki =

i�i ⌦ �3

2
,

Ri =
�i ⌦ �1

2
, K4 =
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Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different

rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
0
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.
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• SO(1,7) example: SO(1,7) ⇾ SO(1,3)⨉SO(4) 

• Ψ=(ΨL ,ΨR) in a single Majorana multiplet:

2

We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.

Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,
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As usual, parity swaps fermions as

 L $  R or  ! P  . (2)

Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:
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where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
tation. Labeling the internal directions as 0, . . . , 4, the
new internal spacelike direction 4 requires four new gen-
erators: three rotations Ri in the i-4 planes, and one
boost K4. One can write

Li =
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, Ki =
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,
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Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different

rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.
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• SO(1,7) example: SO(1,7) ⇾ SO(1,3)⨉SO(4) 

• Ψ=(ΨL ,ΨR) in a single Majorana multiplet:

• Generators
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We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.

Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,
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As usual, parity swaps fermions as

 L $  R or  ! P  . (2)

Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:
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where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
tation. Labeling the internal directions as 0, . . . , 4, the
new internal spacelike direction 4 requires four new gen-
erators: three rotations Ri in the i-4 planes, and one
boost K4. One can write

Li =
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, Ki =
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,
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Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different

rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.
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We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.
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block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
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describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge
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fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.
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lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
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the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
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model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge
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we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
0
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.
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We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.

Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,
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0 1
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As usual, parity swaps fermions as

 L $  R or  ! P  . (2)

Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:
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⇣
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where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
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Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different

rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.
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U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.
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This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.

Reverses 123: 2l ⇄ 2r, and the “time” of SO(4),  
swapping SU(2)L ⇄ SU(2)R



Lorentz and SM gauging?
• So now symmetry unifies Lorentz and SM groups. 

Unification of gauge with gravity.

• One possibility is extra dimensions

• Without extra dimensions, by disentangling internal (gauge) and 
spacetime (diffs) symmetries

• Not new… 

• Unifications and breakings  
gravi-Weak, gravi-GUT…



GR is a SO(1,3) gauge theory 
in a broken phase

• Einstein gravity highly nonpolynomial:

                                      

• Cartan: polynomial in vierbein and connection ,  
with local Lorentz invariance:

    

• EOM for a background:  with  the Planck mass:

                                        

• Metric is effective,  .

ℒ = ∫ gR[Γ(g)] Γ(g) ∼ g−1∂g

θm
μ ωμ

m
n

ℒ = ∫ ϵmnrsθmθn(dωrs + ωrtωs
t )

θm
μ = MP em

μ MP

δω : de + ωe = 0 → ω = Γchristoffel ∼ e−1de (Torsion=0)

δe : Rμν − 1
2 gμνR = 0 (Einstein eqs)

gμν = em
μ en

ν ηmn



GR is a SO(1,3) gauge theory 
in a broken phase



• Fluctuations and Higgs mechanism:
                            θm

μ = MP (ēm
μ +hm

μ )  16 real fluctuations

• Antisymmetric  is eaten by 6 massive  in unitary gaugeh[μν] ωμ

                                        
         

                

ω = Γ(ē) + massive fluctuations (contorsion)
h[μν] = 0 goldstone          (6 dof)
h(μν) = massless graviton     (10 dof → 2)

GR is a SO(1,3) gauge theory 
in a broken phase



• Fluctuations and Higgs mechanism:
                            θm

μ = MP (ēm
μ +hm

μ )  16 real fluctuations

• Antisymmetric  is eaten by 6 massive  in unitary gaugeh[μν] ωμ

                                        
         

                

ω = Γ(ē) + massive fluctuations (contorsion)
h[μν] = 0 goldstone          (6 dof)
h(μν) = massless graviton     (10 dof → 2)

• At Planck scale,  breaks SO(1,3)local⨉Diffs ⇾ SO(1,3)global  
                                                                                                                                                           (well, if Minkowski!)  

Vierbein acts as Higgs field of gauge breaking.

ēm
μ

• Note: Above Planck there is no background metric (topological?)

GR is a SO(1,3) gauge theory 
in a broken phase

In this form gravity is unification ready…            
                      …simply extend the group, the vierbein , etcθ



Extend to G: Spontaneous soldering
• Extended vierbein and internal metric for Gdim=N ⊃ SO(1,3)

 

4 × 4θm
μ = → θM

μ =
 

4 × N

[Percacci ’84]



Extend to G: Spontaneous soldering
• Extended vierbein and internal metric for Gdim=N ⊃ SO(1,3)

• Maximal rank is 4, residual gauge group  
(4D metric )

G′�dim=N−4
M2

P gμν = θ̄M
μ θ̄N

ν ηMN

• VEV again of the form

• Soldering of Diffs with Lorentz subgroup, into global. 

 

e.g.        SO(p,q)local⨉Diffs ⇾ SO(1,3)global ⨉SO(p-1,q-3)

 

4 × 4θm
μ = → θM

μ =
 

4 × N

θ̄M
μ = MP δM

μ = MP diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, …)

[Percacci ’84]



Extend to G: Spontaneous soldering
• Extended vierbein and internal metric for Gdim=N ⊃ SO(1,3)

• Maximal rank is 4, residual gauge group  
(4D metric )

G′�dim=N−4
M2

P gμν = θ̄M
μ θ̄N

ν ηMN

• VEV again of the form

• Soldering of Diffs with Lorentz subgroup, into global. 

 

e.g.        SO(p,q)local⨉Diffs ⇾ SO(1,3)global ⨉SO(p-1,q-3)

 

4 × 4θm
μ = → θM

μ =
 

4 × N

θ̄M
μ = MP δM

μ = MP diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, …)

Let’s look at parity, it was from a broken generator…

[Percacci ’84]



Parity in this scheme
• Take again SO(1,7)                             M=0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 

P was realized as , inversion of 123 and 4.  

• On the VEV, only 123 change 
 

                 
                 

 
 

thus also P is broken. 

• However, can be restored by adding inversion of space, x,y,z,  : 
 
                              

U(π)

θ̄M
μ = MP diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, …)

P θ̄M
μ = MP diag(1, −1, −1, −1, 0, 0, …) = ηMMθ̄M

μ

ημμ

Is P θ̄M
μ = ηMMθ̄M

μ ημμ = θ̄M
μ

VEV and theory invariant under soldered  
Standard parity plus LR exchange.

𝒫 = Is ∘ P



Unifications - other symmetries

• SO(1,7) but also SO(7,7) interesting for :

Pati Salam notation

𝒫

4

It is also useful to spell out the decomposition of � un-
der the breaking SO(1, 7) ! SU(2)L⇥SU(2)R⇥SO(1, 3),

H =
�
1L + 3L, 1R, 2l2l

�
+

�
1L, 1R + 3R, 2r2r

�

+
�
2
⇤
L, 2R, 2l2r

�
+

�
2L, 2

⇤
R, 2r2l

�

= Lµ (1L, 1R, 4l) + L
a
µ (3L, 1R, 4l) + Li (2

⇤
L, 2R, 3lr)

+ �LR (2
⇤
L, 2R, 1lr) + L $ R . (12)

Thus H contains Lorentz 4-vector, 3-vector, and singlet
representations transforming under the weak groups.

The last term represents a scalar bidoublet, as found in
Left-Right symmetric theories, where its weak scale VEV
breaks electroweak symmetry and gives standard masses
to fermions. We find actually two independent such com-
plex bidoublets, �

LR
= �1 and �

RL
= �

†
2. Decomposing

YH in hermitian components, YH = Y +iỸ , (11) becomes
a generic Yukawa lagrangian  

L
[Y (�1 + �2) + Ỹ i(�1 �

�2)] R + h.c.. The invariance under P is confirmed by
noting the bidoublets transformation �1,2 $ �

†
2,1.

Now, since the minimal LRSM has only one bidoublet,
a fact tied to the nice model predictivity, one may be
tempted to restrict the H field. However, the only possi-
bility is to assume a hermitian representation, H ⌘ H

†,
i.e. �1 ⌘ �2, but this would lead to unrealistic fermion
masses, given by the sole matrix Y . The natural possi-
bility is instead to allow generic �1, �2 fields and realize
that after the G breaking at Planck scale, only one com-
bination can (and has to) be kept light, with mass at the
vR scale, and identified with the LRSM bidoublet. The
situation is parallel to what happens when embedding
the SM into the LRSM: the SM Higgs doublet � may be
rewritten as a real LR bidoublet �(⌘ ✏�

⇤
✏), but then

the Yukawa lagrangian would unrealistically allow just a
single hermitian matrix. One considers thus a complex
bidoublet: one real component is kept light and identi-
fied with the SM Higgs at weak scale by careful choice
of coupling constants (µ-terms); without further choices,
the other remains naturally heavy at the high (vR) break-
ing scale. In the present framework, one combination �
of the two above bidoublets shall be kept light and leads
effectively to LRSM Yukawa lagrangian,

LYuk !  
L

h
Y �+ Ỹ �̃

i
 R + h.c. . (13)

The other bidoublet has a natural mass at the Planck
breaking scale, disappearing from the low energy spec-
trum. Incidentally, the same fate can be assumed for
all the other components transforming nontrivially un-
der Lorentz in (12), also avoiding possible issues with
the signature of their nonstandard kinetic terms.

Similarly, one can implement Majorana Yukawa terms
for fermions as LMaj = Y� 

t
� where, still in SO(1, 7),

� transforms in the 8s8s representation. Its decomposi-
tion contains the two SU(2)L,R triplets �L,R, and gener-
ates the standard Yukawa terms Y� 

t

L
C�L L+L $ R,

leading to Majorana masses for neutrinos via type-I and
II seesaw. As above, several field components which
transform nontrivially under Lorentz are present and nat-
urally have mass at the Planck scale.

p+q = 8 spinor= 16R (Majorana)
SO(1, 7) SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) P
SO(5, 3) SO(4, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) T

p+q = 10 spinor= 32R (Majorana)
SO(1, 9) SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 6) Pcol

SO(7, 3) SO(6, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) Tcol

p+q = 14 spinor= 64R (Majorana-Weyl)
SO(7, 7) SO(6, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) Tcol, P
SO(11, 3) SO(10, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) C Tso10

TABLE I. Breaking of unifying orthogonal groups and emerg-
ing discrete symmetries.

It shall be duly noted here that a complete modeling,
going beyond the scope of this study, shall be under-
taken by paying also special attention to the norm pos-
itivity for the states surviving below the Planck break-
ing. In the symmetric phase on the other hand, as noted
in [16, 17, 25], the worry for group non-compactness is
less pressing, because the theory that one wishes to quan-
tize does not possess a background metric, and falls into
the category of topological theories, or into a nonper-
turbative phase of quantum gravity. This applies to the
SO(1, 7) example and to the more general noncompact
groups that we discuss now.

Complete unifications and other symmetries. The
analysis of other groups and the inclusion of strong in-
teractions can proceed straightforwardly: a good path
is to pre-unify color SU(3) and hypercharge U(1) into
SU(4) ⇡ SO(6) of Pati and Salam [3], ready to be in-
cluded in a pseudo-orthogonal group. Considering in gen-
erality SO(p, q), we display in Table I the only realistic
cases, which we briefly comment.

First, from the SO(1, 7) example above, we have seen
that the Ri generator involved in P is a cross rotation
between one spatial Lorentz direction and one relative to
SO(0, 4). It is then clear that if SO(4) were to be included
with a time-like signature, like SO(4, 0) inside SO(5, 3),
then P could not be achieved, as the cross generators are
noncompact, boost-like. Instead, one can rotate one of
the SO(4) directions with internal direction 0 to obtain
its inversion, and the VEV may be preserved by adding
a time inversion It. We indicate the symmetry as T in
the table: it amounts to time-reversal plus exchange of
the Left and Right weak groups. Its enforcement leads
to real Yukawa matrices, thus requiring spontaneous CP
violation, which is not so appealing at least from the
point of view of model minimality.

Complete unifications involving strong interactions can
give rise to more general discrete symmetries. We list in
the table the realistic cases, which can be implemented
only by the groups SO(11, 3) (proposed in [17, 23]) or
SO(7, 7) (also proposed in [21, 22]). In both cases, the
minimal Majorana-Weyl spinor representation has real
dimension 64 which, when mapped into 32 complex [17],
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p+q = 14 spinor= 64R (Majorana-Weyl)
SO(7, 7) SO(6, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) Tcol, P
SO(11, 3) SO(10, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) C Tso10

TABLE I: Breaking of unifying orthogonal groups and
emerging discrete symmetries.

0 to obtain its inversion, and the VEV may be preserved
by adding a time inversion It. We indicate the symme-
try as T in the table: it amounts to time-reversal plus
exchange of the Left and Right weak groups. Its en-
forcement leads to real Yukawa matrices, thus requiring
spontaneous CP violation, which is not so appealing at
least from the point of view of model minimality.

Complete unifications involving strong interactions can
give rise to more general discrete symmetries. We list in
the table the realistic cases, which can be implemented
only by the groups SO(7, 7) and SO(11, 3). In both cases,
the minimal Majorana-Weyl spinor representation has
real dimension 64 which, when mapped into 32 com-
plex [18], leads precisely to a complete SM family,

64R ⌘ 32 ! (2l,2L,1R,4)� (2r,1L,2R,4) , (11)

in Lorentz ⇥ Pati-Salam notation. Other groups as
SO(1, 13) or SO(5, 9) are not viable as they have on sym-
plectic Majorana-Weyl representations, leading to extra
mirror families of opposite chirality.

In the SO(7, 7) case, while SO(4) is present with spa-
tial signature leading to P, SO(6) is included as time-like.
By an analysis similar to above, one finds a new discrete
symmetry, amounting to time-reversal plus SU(4) color
conjugation, named Tcol in the table. This additional dis-
crete symmetry may or may not survive the lower stages
of symmetry breaking.

Similarly, the case SO(11, 3) (proposed in [18]) leads to
an analogous symmetry, Tso10, while it does not generate
P. Depending on the SO(10) breaking pattern, Tso10 may
lead to T and/or Tcol. We list also the possibility of the
more standard C LR-symmetry, i.e. charge conjugation
plus exchange of Left and Right weak groups, which is
part of SO(10).

We confirm that, in the Pati-Salam notation (11), P
acts linearly by exchanging the two Left and Rigt com-
ponents, while T and Tso10 act antilinearly, exchanging
the spinor with its complex conjugate, as is required for
a time reversal (see also [18] for a discussion of antilinear
broken generators).

Lagrangian examples from the symmetric phase.

The low energy lagrangian has to emerge from the uni-
fied theory in the symmetric phase. For instance, the
fermionic kinetic term emerges from a direct generaliza-
tion of (7)

L kin =  
†A�MD ^ eN ^ eR ^ eS✏MNRS , (12)

where  are spinors under G, the matrix A allows for
invariant hermitian spinor bilinears, and one introduces
a totally antisymmetric scalar field �MNRS which in the
broken phase has to coincide with ✏mnrs. As described
in [18], in the broken phase (12) reproduces the stan-
dard fermionic kinetic term, hosting gravitational and
extended gauge interactions.

It is instructive to make particularly explicit the emer-
gence of the fermionic mass terms, at least in the SO(1, 7)
example. While in the symmetric phase a direct (Majo-
rana) mass term for the fermions  tC is forbidden by
the other gauge interactions, e.g. B � L and color, or
SU(4), one can have a Yukawa term by introducing some
extra bosonic field, for instance a generic H 2 8c8

†
c
:

LYuk = YH 
†H + h.c. , (13)

with a generic complex Yukawa matrix YH . It is also use-
ful to spell out the decomposition of � under the breaking
SO(1,7)! SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⇥ SO(1, 3),

H =
�
1L + 3L, 1R, 2l2l

�
+

�
1L, 1R + 3R, 2r2r

�

+
�
2
⇤
L, 2R, 2l2r

�
+

�
2L, 2

⇤
R, 2r2l

�

= Lµ (1L, 1R, 4l) + La
µ (3L, 1R, 4l) + Li (2

⇤
L, 2R, 3lr)

+ �LR (2
⇤
L, 2R, 1lr) + L $ R . (14)

Thus H contains a Lorentz 4-vector representation, plus a
3-vector and singlet transforming under the weak groups.

The last term represents a scalar bidoublet, as found in
Left-Right symmetric theories, where its weak scale VEV
breaks electroweak symmetry and gives standard masses
to fermions. We find actually two independent such com-
plex bidoublets, �

LR
= �1 and �

RL
= �

†
2. Decomposing

YH in hermitian components, YH = Y +iỸ , (13) becomes
a generic Yukawa lagrangian  

L
[Y (�1 + �2) + Ỹ i(�1 �

�2)] R + h.c.. The invariance under P is confirmed by
noting the bidoublets transformation �1,2 $ �

†
2,1.

Now, since the minimal LRSM has only one bidoublet,
a fact tied to the nice model predictivity, one may be
tempted to restrict the H field. However, the only possi-
bility is to assume a hermitian representation, H ⌘ H†,
i.e. �1 ⌘ �2, but this would lead to unrealistic fermion
masses, given by the sole matrix Y . The natural possi-
bility is instead to allow generic �1, �2 fields and realize
that after the G breaking at Planck scale, only one com-
bination can (and has to) be kept light, with mass at the
vR scale, and identified with the LRSM bidoublet. The
situation is parallel to what happens when embedding
the SM into the LRSM: the SM Higgs doublet � may be
rewritten as a real LR bidoublet �(⌘ ✏�⇤✏), but then
the Yukawa lagrangian would unrealistically allow just a
single hermitian matrix. One considers thus a complex
bidoublet: one real component is kept light and identi-
fied with the SM Higgs at weak scale by careful choice
of coupling constants (µ-terms); without further choices,
the other remains naturally heavy at the high (vR) break-
ing scale. In the present framework, one combination �
of the two above bidoublets shall be kept light and leads
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• Gauge and gravity kinetic terms

Some Lagrangian terms I

high masses, as they are not observed. The isospin gauge fields on the other hand
should be e↵ectively massless (until one introduces the mechanism breaking the weak
interactions) and in addition, there must be a massless graviton. These degrees of
freedom must emerge from a graviweak-invariant action in the broken phase. The
action should be written in absence of a metric, and this can be done in the first
order formalism [5]. It turns out that the possible terms that one may write are quite
constrained by the gravi-weak symmetry.

The action will involve graviweak-covariant combinations of derivatives of ✓ and
A: the generalized torsion two-form

⇥āa
µ⌫ = @µ✓

āa
⌫ � @⌫✓

āa
µ + Āµ

ā
b̄✓

b̄a
⌫ +Aµ

a
b✓

āb
⌫ � Ā⌫

ā
b̄✓

b̄a
µ �A⌫

a
b✓

āb
µ (22)

and the curvature two-form

Rµ⌫
āa b̄b = Rab

µ⌫�
āb̄ + R̄āb̄

µ⌫�
ab (23)

Rµ⌫
a
b = @µA⌫

a
b � @⌫Aµ

a
b +Aµ

a
cA⌫

c
b �A⌫

a
cAµ

c
b . (24)

We discuss first the generalized Palatini action, which contains terms linear in
curvature and terms quadratic in torsion:

SR1 =
g1
16⇡

Z
RMN ^✓R ^✓S ✏MNRS (25)

S⇥ = a1

Z 
tMN
T ⇥T + (t2) ✓M ^✓N

�
^✓R ^✓S✏MNRS (26)

where tāa b̄b
ēe are zero-form auxiliary fields reproducing the components of ⇥ēe.

In deriving the equations of motion (EOMs) it is convenient to split the connection
and curvature in selfdual and antiselfdual parts, converting the graviweak indices (āa)
to Lorentz and isolorentz indices (mu). Then, the EOMs for the isolorentz (anti-
selfdual) connection are identically satisfied when one inserts the VEV (18), while the
equation for the Lorentz (selfdual) connection imply that the standard gravitational
torsion vanishes:

⇥m
µ⌫ ⌘ @µe

m
⌫ � @⌫e

m
µ + !µ

m
ne

n
⌫ + !µ

m
ne

n
µ = 0 . (27)

This fixes !µ
m

n to be the Levi-Civita connection of emµ . On the other hand the
equation relative to ✓mu

µ produces the Einstein equations for the background emµ .
Thus, if emµ is a solution of Einstein’s equations in vacuum, then (18) together with
the assumption of vanishing fermion fields yields a solution of the equations of motion
of this theory.

One can understand better the dynamics of the gauge fields by inserting the
VEV (18) in the action and neglecting interaction terms. The generalized actions (25)
and (26) become

SR1 + S⇥ !
Z
d4x

p
g
h g1
16⇡

M2R+ 4a1M
2
�
⇥m

µ⌫⇥
µ⌫
m + 10Kj

µ K
µ
j

� i
. (28)
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Thus one should identify the Planck mass as M2
PL = g1M2. Then, this shows that

the isoboost gauge fields Kj
µ acquire mass at the Planck scale. As discussed in the

introduction, also the spin-connection !j
µ, which is contained in ⇥m

µ⌫ and R, becomes
massive. This can be seen most clearly for the constant background emµ = �mµ ; in
curved backgrounds, it will generate masses for the fluctuations of ! around the Levi-
Civita connection of emµ . The W boson drops out of both terms because it commutes
with the VEV and thus it remains massless.

Next, one can introduce an action quadratic in graviweak curvature:

SR2 =
1

g22

Z 
rMN
ST RST + (r2) ✓M ^✓N

�
^✓R ^✓S✏MNRS . (29)

This modifies the equations for the VEV, but flat space is still a solution. Inserting
the VEV (18) and eliminating the rāa b̄b

ēe f̄f
auxiliary fields, this action reduces to a term

quadratic in the gravitational curvature plus the standard Yang-Mills actions for the
weak gauge fields:

SR2 ! 1

g22

Z
d4x

p
g

✓
�Rj

µ⌫R
µ⌫
j �W j

µ⌫W
µ⌫
j �Kj

µ⌫K
µ⌫
j

◆
. (30)

Above the breaking scale, the gravi-weak symmetry manifests itself in the equality
of the coe�cients of all the three terms, while below the Planck scale the isoboosts
and the spin connection are massive and decoupled. Due to the vanishing torsion,
the Rj

µ⌫R
µ⌫
j term contains higher derivatives for the graviton; its e↵ect is however

negligible relative to the Hilbert term at our energies: the phenomenological limits
on its strength are very loose [11].

One should point out that, as in standard Palatini gravity, the equations admit also
the solution h✓i = 0. This corresponds to an “unbroken” phase in which there is no
distinction between gravitational and weak interactions. Since the metric is quadratic
in ✓, one expects this symmetric phase to be also “topological”. The dynamical
mechanism which favors the phase with nondegenerate metric is not well understood
and will not be discussed here. Some attempts along these lines were made in [1, 7, 8].

In the broken phase the comparison between the strength of gravitational and
weak interactions has to be based on the e↵ective Newton constant k2/g1M2, where
k is the energy scale. At current available energies this e↵ective coupling is extremely
small, while near the Planck scale it becomes comparable to the other couplings. Since
all the other gauge interactions seem to converge to order-one couplings at a Grand
Unification scale quite near the Planck scale, this can be taken as a hint toward the
complete unification of all gauge and gravitational interactions. The present model
where the weak and gravitational interactions are treated on equal footing is a step
toward this direction.

Let us discuss the low energy spectrum of this theory. The graviweak fermions
 a
L contain the SM fermions and remain massless in this chiral world. In a nonchiral

world, they should receive mass at the scale of electroweak breaking. As discussed
above, among the six complex graviweak gauge fields the three “isoboosts” and the
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(  a field)

4

p+q = 8 spinor= 16R (Majorana)
SO(1, 7) SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) P
SO(5, 3) SO(4, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) T

p+q = 14 spinor= 64R (Majorana-Weyl)
SO(7, 7) SO(6, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) Tcol, P
SO(11, 3) SO(10, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) C Tso10

TABLE I: Breaking of unifying orthogonal groups and
emerging discrete symmetries.

0 to obtain its inversion, and the VEV may be preserved
by adding a time inversion It. We indicate the symme-
try as T in the table: it amounts to time-reversal plus
exchange of the Left and Right weak groups. Its en-
forcement leads to real Yukawa matrices, thus requiring
spontaneous CP violation, which is not so appealing at
least from the point of view of model minimality.

Complete unifications involving strong interactions can
give rise to more general discrete symmetries. We list in
the table the realistic cases, which can be implemented
only by the groups SO(7, 7) and SO(11, 3). In both cases,
the minimal Majorana-Weyl spinor representation has
real dimension 64 which, when mapped into 32 com-
plex [18], leads precisely to a complete SM family,

64R ⌘ 32 ! (2l,2L,1R,4)� (2r,1L,2R,4) , (11)

in Lorentz ⇥ Pati-Salam notation. Other groups as
SO(1, 13) or SO(5, 9) are not viable as they have on sym-
plectic Majorana-Weyl representations, leading to extra
mirror families of opposite chirality.

In the SO(7, 7) case, while SO(4) is present with spa-
tial signature leading to P, SO(6) is included as time-like.
By an analysis similar to above, one finds a new discrete
symmetry, amounting to time-reversal plus SU(4) color
conjugation, named Tcol in the table. This additional dis-
crete symmetry may or may not survive the lower stages
of symmetry breaking.

Similarly, the case SO(11, 3) (proposed in [18]) leads to
an analogous symmetry, Tso10, while it does not generate
P. Depending on the SO(10) breaking pattern, Tso10 may
lead to T and/or Tcol. We list also the possibility of the
more standard C LR-symmetry, i.e. charge conjugation
plus exchange of Left and Right weak groups, which is
part of SO(10).

We confirm that, in the Pati-Salam notation (11), P
acts linearly by exchanging the two Left and Rigt com-
ponents, while T and Tso10 act antilinearly, exchanging
the spinor with its complex conjugate, as is required for
a time reversal (see also [18] for a discussion of antilinear
broken generators).

Lagrangian examples from the symmetric phase.

The low energy lagrangian has to emerge from the uni-
fied theory in the symmetric phase. For instance, the
fermionic kinetic term emerges from a direct generaliza-
tion of (7)

L kin =  
†A�MD ^ eN ^ eR ^ eS✏MNRS , (12)

where  are spinors under G, the matrix A allows for
invariant hermitian spinor bilinears, and one introduces
a totally antisymmetric scalar field �MNRS which in the
broken phase has to coincide with ✏mnrs. As described
in [18], in the broken phase (12) reproduces the stan-
dard fermionic kinetic term, hosting gravitational and
extended gauge interactions.

It is instructive to make particularly explicit the emer-
gence of the fermionic mass terms, at least in the SO(1, 7)
example. While in the symmetric phase a direct (Majo-
rana) mass term for the fermions  tC is forbidden by
the other gauge interactions, e.g. B � L and color, or
SU(4), one can have a Yukawa term by introducing some
extra bosonic field, for instance a generic H 2 8c8

†
c
:

LYuk = YH 
†H + h.c. , (13)

with a generic complex Yukawa matrix YH . It is also use-
ful to spell out the decomposition of � under the breaking
SO(1,7)! SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⇥ SO(1, 3),

H =
�
1L + 3L, 1R, 2l2l

�
+

�
1L, 1R + 3R, 2r2r

�

+
�
2
⇤
L, 2R, 2l2r

�
+

�
2L, 2

⇤
R, 2r2l

�

= Lµ (1L, 1R, 4l) + La
µ (3L, 1R, 4l) + Li (2

⇤
L, 2R, 3lr)

+ �LR (2
⇤
L, 2R, 1lr) + L $ R . (14)

Thus H contains a Lorentz 4-vector representation, plus a
3-vector and singlet transforming under the weak groups.

The last term represents a scalar bidoublet, as found in
Left-Right symmetric theories, where its weak scale VEV
breaks electroweak symmetry and gives standard masses
to fermions. We find actually two independent such com-
plex bidoublets, �

LR
= �1 and �

RL
= �

†
2. Decomposing

YH in hermitian components, YH = Y +iỸ , (13) becomes
a generic Yukawa lagrangian  

L
[Y (�1 + �2) + Ỹ i(�1 �

�2)] R + h.c.. The invariance under P is confirmed by
noting the bidoublets transformation �1,2 $ �

†
2,1.

Now, since the minimal LRSM has only one bidoublet,
a fact tied to the nice model predictivity, one may be
tempted to restrict the H field. However, the only possi-
bility is to assume a hermitian representation, H ⌘ H†,
i.e. �1 ⌘ �2, but this would lead to unrealistic fermion
masses, given by the sole matrix Y . The natural possi-
bility is instead to allow generic �1, �2 fields and realize
that after the G breaking at Planck scale, only one com-
bination can (and has to) be kept light, with mass at the
vR scale, and identified with the LRSM bidoublet. The
situation is parallel to what happens when embedding
the SM into the LRSM: the SM Higgs doublet � may be
rewritten as a real LR bidoublet �(⌘ ✏�⇤✏), but then
the Yukawa lagrangian would unrealistically allow just a
single hermitian matrix. One considers thus a complex
bidoublet: one real component is kept light and identi-
fied with the SM Higgs at weak scale by careful choice
of coupling constants (µ-terms); without further choices,
the other remains naturally heavy at the high (vR) break-
ing scale. In the present framework, one combination �
of the two above bidoublets shall be kept light and leads
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• Fermion Kinetic 
 

                                                        (generalization of    , )

• Yukawa with Higgs  
 

gives -invariant term of LRSM with hermitian  
 
 
where the LRSM scalar bidoublet  is inside .

Ψ ∈

2

We will discuss first the internal symmetry part and
later the breaking which connects with space-time, and
finally the implications of this idea.

Making parity action continuous. Looking at the
action of parity on fields, and ignoring for the moment
the weak isospin, we denote, using a Weyl basis in 1+3
dimensions,

 =

✓
 L

 R

◆
, P = �0 ⌘

✓
0 1
1 0

◆
⌘ 1⌦ �1 . (1)

As usual, parity swaps fermions as

 L $  R or  ! P  . (2)

Now, the discrete P can be enlarged to a continuous
symmetry U(1)P in the ( L, R) space, as follows:

U(↵) = e
i
↵
2 X(P�1)

= e
�i

↵
2 X

⇣
cos

↵

2
+ iXP sin

↵

2

⌘
, (3)

where X is any matrix which commutes with P and has
X

2
= 1. As readily checked, parity is a rotation by ⇡:

U(⇡) = P , U(0) = U(2⇡) = 1 . (4)

While X = 1 is a possibility, the other and more inter-
esting choice, to appear in the following, is X = ni�i ⌦1
with n

2
= 1, for instance X = �3 ⌦ 1.

Unifying with Lorentz group. To promote the above
U(1)P to a gauge symmetry, one is clearly faced with the
fact that parity does not commute with the action of the
Lorentz group, in particular, it commutes with angular
momentum but not with boosts.

Thus Lorentz has to be included. The simplest and
illustrative example is provided by enlarging the Lorentz
group to SO(1, 4), which contains 3D parity and has pre-
cisely  as its non-chiral 4-dimensional spinor represen-
tation. Labeling the internal directions as 0, . . . , 4, the
new internal spacelike direction 4 requires four new gen-
erators: three rotations Ri in the i-4 planes, and one
boost K4. One can write

Li =
�i ⌦ 1

2
, Ki =

i�i ⌦ �3

2
,

Ri =
�i ⌦ �1

2
, K4 =

i1⌦ �2

2
. (5)

Now, one notes that the angular momentum Li com-
mutes with P and that Ri = LiP . Comparing then with
(3) we see that U(1)P is precisely generated by Li �Ri,
for whichever i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, parity is interpreted geo-
metrically in terms of the new spatial direction: choosing
for instance i = 3, parity P = U(⇡) consists of two si-
multaneous rotations by ⇡: one among 3-4 generated by
XP = R3, and one among 1-2 generated by L3. After
these ⇡ rotations, effectively the 123 directions are re-
versed (and so is 4). It leads thus to spinor exchange (4)
plus internal spatial reflection. Different i imply different

rotation planes, but after the ⇡ rotation the final effect
is the same.

This first example misses the fact that  L and  R in
the SM belong to different gauge multiplets. In particu-
lar, they have different weak and hypercharge representa-
tions or, in the language of LR symmetry, they transform
under different SU(2)L,R groups. Therefore, a realistic
example must involve at least the weak interactions, as
we shall discuss now.
SO(1,7) example. SO(1,7) has a Majorana represen-
tation of real dimension 16, that can be mapped into
complex dimension 8 and that, under the decomposition
SO(1, 7) ! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(0, 4), leads precisely to the re-
quired pattern where  L and  R transform as doublets
under the SU(2)L, SU(2)R components of SO(4),

16R ⌘ 8s ! (2L,1R,2l)� (1L,2R,2r) . (6)

Here the first two slots refer to SU(2)L,R and the last to
Lorentz, namely 2l, 2r for left and right Weyl spinors. It
is convenient to spell out the SO(1, 7) generators acting
on 8s as (2/i)⌃M,N :
0
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where, out of the internal directions M,N = 0, . . . , 7, the
first four (0123) are along Lorentz. Thus the upper-left
block represents the SO(1, 3) generators and the lower-
right the SO(4) ones. In the respective spaces we denoted
i, j or a, b as indices from 1 to 3, thus matching M,N =

1, 2, 3 ! i, j = 1, 2, 3 and M,N = 5, 6, 7 ! a, b = 1, 2, 3.
The three boxed generators 123-4 correspond precisely

to Ri ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦�1, while just above one finds the ro-
tations Li ⇠ �i ⌦1⌦1. As before, we find that for any
i the combination Ri � Li generates some U(1)P and a
rotation by ⇡ generates P = U(⇡) = 1⌦1⌦�1. Here
the novelty is that this time, under P , the swapping of
left and right spinors is accompanied by the swapping of
the Left and Right weak groups, as required in a realistic
model.2

Symmetric phase and breaking. We can turn now to
describe a mechanism of symmetry breaking which pre-
serves parity as a discrete remnant of the original con-
tinuous gauge group. The task is complicated by the
unification of local Lorentz with the other gauge forces,
and by the fact that spacetime symmetries must be in-
volved in such a way that at low energy P includes the
spacetime inversion.

As anticipated, in the gravi-GUT approach the Lorentz
symmetry is disentangled from spacetime transforma-
tions (diffeomorphisms) and treated as an internal gauge

2 The further nine generators below the boxed ones also lead to P ,
modulo a SO(4) gauge rotation.

L kin =  �mD ^ en ^ er ^ es✏mnrs,

H = 8c8†
c

𝒫 Y, Ỹ

Φ = (2L, 2R, 1l̄r) H
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It is also useful to spell out the decomposition of � un-
der the breaking SO(1, 7) ! SU(2)L⇥SU(2)R⇥SO(1, 3),

H =
�
1L + 3L, 1R, 2l2l

�
+

�
1L, 1R + 3R, 2r2r

�

+
�
2
⇤
L, 2R, 2l2r

�
+

�
2L, 2

⇤
R, 2r2l

�

= Lµ (1L, 1R, 4l) + L
a
µ (3L, 1R, 4l) + Li (2

⇤
L, 2R, 3lr)

+ �LR (2
⇤
L, 2R, 1lr) + L $ R . (12)

Thus H contains Lorentz 4-vector, 3-vector, and singlet
representations transforming under the weak groups.

The last term represents a scalar bidoublet, as found in
Left-Right symmetric theories, where its weak scale VEV
breaks electroweak symmetry and gives standard masses
to fermions. We find actually two independent such com-
plex bidoublets, �

LR
= �1 and �

RL
= �

†
2. Decomposing

YH in hermitian components, YH = Y +iỸ , (11) becomes
a generic Yukawa lagrangian  

L
[Y (�1 + �2) + Ỹ i(�1 �

�2)] R + h.c.. The invariance under P is confirmed by
noting the bidoublets transformation �1,2 $ �

†
2,1.

Now, since the minimal LRSM has only one bidoublet,
a fact tied to the nice model predictivity, one may be
tempted to restrict the H field. However, the only possi-
bility is to assume a hermitian representation, H ⌘ H

†,
i.e. �1 ⌘ �2, but this would lead to unrealistic fermion
masses, given by the sole matrix Y . The natural possi-
bility is instead to allow generic �1, �2 fields and realize
that after the G breaking at Planck scale, only one com-
bination can (and has to) be kept light, with mass at the
vR scale, and identified with the LRSM bidoublet. The
situation is parallel to what happens when embedding
the SM into the LRSM: the SM Higgs doublet � may be
rewritten as a real LR bidoublet �(⌘ ✏�

⇤
✏), but then

the Yukawa lagrangian would unrealistically allow just a
single hermitian matrix. One considers thus a complex
bidoublet: one real component is kept light and identi-
fied with the SM Higgs at weak scale by careful choice
of coupling constants (µ-terms); without further choices,
the other remains naturally heavy at the high (vR) break-
ing scale. In the present framework, one combination �
of the two above bidoublets shall be kept light and leads
effectively to LRSM Yukawa lagrangian,

LYuk !  
L

h
Y �+ Ỹ �̃

i
 R + h.c. . (13)

The other bidoublet has a natural mass at the Planck
breaking scale, disappearing from the low energy spec-
trum. Incidentally, the same fate can be assumed for
all the other components transforming nontrivially un-
der Lorentz in (12), also avoiding possible issues with
the signature of their nonstandard kinetic terms.

Similarly, one can implement Majorana Yukawa terms
for fermions as LMaj = Y� 

t
� where, still in SO(1, 7),

� transforms in the 8s8s representation. Its decomposi-
tion contains the two SU(2)L,R triplets �L,R, and gener-
ates the standard Yukawa terms Y� 

t

L
C�L L+L $ R,

leading to Majorana masses for neutrinos via type-I and
II seesaw. As above, several field components which
transform nontrivially under Lorentz are present and nat-
urally have mass at the Planck scale.

p+q = 8 spinor= 16R (Majorana)
SO(1, 7) SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) P
SO(5, 3) SO(4, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) T

p+q = 14 spinor= 64R (Majorana-Weyl)
SO(7, 7) SO(6, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) Tcol, P
SO(11, 3) SO(10, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) C Tso10

TABLE I: Breaking of unifying orthogonal groups and
emerging discrete symmetries.

It shall be duly noted here that a complete modeling,
going beyond the scope of this study, shall be under-
taken by paying also special attention to the norm pos-
itivity for the states surviving below the Planck break-
ing. In the symmetric phase on the other hand, as noted
in [16, 17, 25], the worry for group non-compactness is
less pressing, because the theory that one wishes to quan-
tize does not possess a background metric, and falls into
the category of topological theories, or into a nonper-
turbative phase of quantum gravity. This applies to the
SO(1, 7) example and to the more general noncompact
groups that we discuss now.

Complete unifications and other symmetries. The
analysis of other groups and the inclusion of strong in-
teractions can proceed straightforwardly: a good path
is to pre-unify color SU(3) and hypercharge U(1) into
SU(4) ⇡ SO(6) of Pati and Salam [3], ready to be in-
cluded in a pseudo-orthogonal group. Considering in gen-
erality SO(p, q), we display in Table I the only realistic
cases, which we briefly comment.

First, from the SO(1, 7) example above, we have seen
that the Ri generator involved in P is a cross rotation
between one spatial Lorentz direction and one relative to
SO(0, 4). It is then clear that if SO(4) were to be included
with a time-like signature, like SO(4, 0) inside SO(5, 3),
then P could not be achieved, as the cross generators are
noncompact, boost-like. Instead, one can rotate one of
the SO(4) directions with internal direction 0 to obtain
its inversion, and the VEV may be preserved by adding
a time inversion It. We indicate the symmetry as T in
the table: it amounts to time-reversal plus exchange of
the Left and Right weak groups. Its enforcement leads
to real Yukawa matrices, thus requiring spontaneous CP
violation, which is not so appealing at least from the
point of view of model minimality.

Complete unifications involving strong interactions can
give rise to more general discrete symmetries. We list in
the table the realistic cases, which can be implemented
only by the groups SO(11, 3) (proposed in [17, 23]) or
SO(7, 7) (also proposed in [21, 22]). In both cases, the
minimal Majorana-Weyl spinor representation has real
dimension 64 which, when mapped into 32 complex [17],
leads precisely to a complete SM family,

64R ⌘ 32 ! (2l,2L,1R,4)� (2r,1L,2R,4) , (14)

in Lorentz⇥Pati-Salam notation.
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It is also useful to spell out the decomposition of � un-
der the breaking SO(1, 7) ! SU(2)L⇥SU(2)R⇥SO(1, 3),
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⇤
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Thus H contains Lorentz 4-vector, 3-vector, and singlet
representations transforming under the weak groups.

The last term represents a scalar bidoublet, as found in
Left-Right symmetric theories, where its weak scale VEV
breaks electroweak symmetry and gives standard masses
to fermions. We find actually two independent such com-
plex bidoublets, �

LR
= �1 and �

RL
= �

†
2. Decomposing

YH in hermitian components, YH = Y +iỸ , (11) becomes
a generic Yukawa lagrangian  

L
[Y (�1 + �2) + Ỹ i(�1 �

�2)] R + h.c.. The invariance under P is confirmed by
noting the bidoublets transformation �1,2 $ �

†
2,1.

Now, since the minimal LRSM has only one bidoublet,
a fact tied to the nice model predictivity, one may be
tempted to restrict the H field. However, the only possi-
bility is to assume a hermitian representation, H ⌘ H

†,
i.e. �1 ⌘ �2, but this would lead to unrealistic fermion
masses, given by the sole matrix Y . The natural possi-
bility is instead to allow generic �1, �2 fields and realize
that after the G breaking at Planck scale, only one com-
bination can (and has to) be kept light, with mass at the
vR scale, and identified with the LRSM bidoublet. The
situation is parallel to what happens when embedding
the SM into the LRSM: the SM Higgs doublet � may be
rewritten as a real LR bidoublet �(⌘ ✏�

⇤
✏), but then

the Yukawa lagrangian would unrealistically allow just a
single hermitian matrix. One considers thus a complex
bidoublet: one real component is kept light and identi-
fied with the SM Higgs at weak scale by careful choice
of coupling constants (µ-terms); without further choices,
the other remains naturally heavy at the high (vR) break-
ing scale. In the present framework, one combination �
of the two above bidoublets shall be kept light and leads
effectively to LRSM Yukawa lagrangian,

LYuk !  
L

h
Y �+ Ỹ �̃

i
 R + h.c. . (13)

The other bidoublet has a natural mass at the Planck
breaking scale, disappearing from the low energy spec-
trum. Incidentally, the same fate can be assumed for
all the other components transforming nontrivially un-
der Lorentz in (12), also avoiding possible issues with
the signature of their nonstandard kinetic terms.

Similarly, one can implement Majorana Yukawa terms
for fermions as LMaj = Y� 

t
� where, still in SO(1, 7),

� transforms in the 8s8s representation. Its decomposi-
tion contains the two SU(2)L,R triplets �L,R, and gener-
ates the standard Yukawa terms Y� 

t

L
C�L L+L $ R,

leading to Majorana masses for neutrinos via type-I and
II seesaw. As above, several field components which
transform nontrivially under Lorentz are present and nat-
urally have mass at the Planck scale.

p+q = 8 spinor= 16R (Majorana)
SO(1, 7) SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) P
SO(5, 3) SO(4, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) T

p+q = 14 spinor= 64R (Majorana-Weyl)
SO(7, 7) SO(6, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) Tcol, P
SO(11, 3) SO(10, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) C Tso10

TABLE I: Breaking of unifying orthogonal groups and
emerging discrete symmetries.

It shall be duly noted here that a complete modeling,
going beyond the scope of this study, shall be under-
taken by paying also special attention to the norm pos-
itivity for the states surviving below the Planck break-
ing. In the symmetric phase on the other hand, as noted
in [16, 17, 25], the worry for group non-compactness is
less pressing, because the theory that one wishes to quan-
tize does not possess a background metric, and falls into
the category of topological theories, or into a nonper-
turbative phase of quantum gravity. This applies to the
SO(1, 7) example and to the more general noncompact
groups that we discuss now.

Complete unifications and other symmetries. The
analysis of other groups and the inclusion of strong in-
teractions can proceed straightforwardly: a good path
is to pre-unify color SU(3) and hypercharge U(1) into
SU(4) ⇡ SO(6) of Pati and Salam [3], ready to be in-
cluded in a pseudo-orthogonal group. Considering in gen-
erality SO(p, q), we display in Table I the only realistic
cases, which we briefly comment.

First, from the SO(1, 7) example above, we have seen
that the Ri generator involved in P is a cross rotation
between one spatial Lorentz direction and one relative to
SO(0, 4). It is then clear that if SO(4) were to be included
with a time-like signature, like SO(4, 0) inside SO(5, 3),
then P could not be achieved, as the cross generators are
noncompact, boost-like. Instead, one can rotate one of
the SO(4) directions with internal direction 0 to obtain
its inversion, and the VEV may be preserved by adding
a time inversion It. We indicate the symmetry as T in
the table: it amounts to time-reversal plus exchange of
the Left and Right weak groups. Its enforcement leads
to real Yukawa matrices, thus requiring spontaneous CP
violation, which is not so appealing at least from the
point of view of model minimality.

Complete unifications involving strong interactions can
give rise to more general discrete symmetries. We list in
the table the realistic cases, which can be implemented
only by the groups SO(11, 3) (proposed in [17, 23]) or
SO(7, 7) (also proposed in [21, 22]). In both cases, the
minimal Majorana-Weyl spinor representation has real
dimension 64 which, when mapped into 32 complex [17],
leads precisely to a complete SM family,

64R ⌘ 32 ! (2l,2L,1R,4)� (2r,1L,2R,4) , (14)

in Lorentz⇥Pati-Salam notation.
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p+q = 8 spinor= 16R (Majorana)
SO(1, 7) SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) P
SO(5, 3) SO(4, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) T

p+q = 14 spinor= 64R (Majorana-Weyl)
SO(7, 7) SO(6, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3)⌦ SO(0, 4) Tcol, P
SO(11, 3) SO(10, 0)⌦ SO(1, 3) C Tso10

TABLE I: Breaking of unifying orthogonal groups and
emerging discrete symmetries.

0 to obtain its inversion, and the VEV may be preserved
by adding a time inversion It. We indicate the symme-
try as T in the table: it amounts to time-reversal plus
exchange of the Left and Right weak groups. Its en-
forcement leads to real Yukawa matrices, thus requiring
spontaneous CP violation, which is not so appealing at
least from the point of view of model minimality.

Complete unifications involving strong interactions can
give rise to more general discrete symmetries. We list in
the table the realistic cases, which can be implemented
only by the groups SO(7, 7) and SO(11, 3). In both cases,
the minimal Majorana-Weyl spinor representation has
real dimension 64 which, when mapped into 32 com-
plex [18], leads precisely to a complete SM family,

64R ⌘ 32 ! (2l,2L,1R,4)� (2r,1L,2R,4) , (11)

in Lorentz ⇥ Pati-Salam notation. Other groups as
SO(1, 13) or SO(5, 9) are not viable as they have on sym-
plectic Majorana-Weyl representations, leading to extra
mirror families of opposite chirality.

In the SO(7, 7) case, while SO(4) is present with spa-
tial signature leading to P, SO(6) is included as time-like.
By an analysis similar to above, one finds a new discrete
symmetry, amounting to time-reversal plus SU(4) color
conjugation, named Tcol in the table. This additional dis-
crete symmetry may or may not survive the lower stages
of symmetry breaking.

Similarly, the case SO(11, 3) (proposed in [18]) leads to
an analogous symmetry, Tso10, while it does not generate
P. Depending on the SO(10) breaking pattern, Tso10 may
lead to T and/or Tcol. We list also the possibility of the
more standard C LR-symmetry, i.e. charge conjugation
plus exchange of Left and Right weak groups, which is
part of SO(10).

We confirm that, in the Pati-Salam notation (11), P
acts linearly by exchanging the two Left and Rigt com-
ponents, while T and Tso10 act antilinearly, exchanging
the spinor with its complex conjugate, as is required for
a time reversal (see also [18] for a discussion of antilinear
broken generators).

Lagrangian examples from the symmetric phase.

The low energy lagrangian has to emerge from the uni-
fied theory in the symmetric phase. For instance, the
fermionic kinetic term emerges from a direct generaliza-
tion of (7)

L kin =  
†A�MD ^ eN ^ eR ^ eS✏MNRS , (12)

where  are spinors under G, the matrix A allows for
invariant hermitian spinor bilinears, and one introduces
a totally antisymmetric scalar field �MNRS which in the
broken phase has to coincide with ✏mnrs. As described
in [18], in the broken phase (12) reproduces the stan-
dard fermionic kinetic term, hosting gravitational and
extended gauge interactions.

It is instructive to make particularly explicit the emer-
gence of the fermionic mass terms, at least in the SO(1, 7)
example. While in the symmetric phase a direct (Majo-
rana) mass term for the fermions  tC is forbidden by
the other gauge interactions, e.g. B � L and color, or
SU(4), one can have a Yukawa term by introducing some
extra bosonic field, for instance a generic H 2 8c8

†
c
:

LYuk = YH 
†H + h.c. , (13)

with a generic complex Yukawa matrix YH . It is also use-
ful to spell out the decomposition of � under the breaking
SO(1,7)! SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⇥ SO(1, 3),

H =
�
1L + 3L, 1R, 2l2l

�
+

�
1L, 1R + 3R, 2r2r

�

+
�
2
⇤
L, 2R, 2l2r

�
+

�
2L, 2

⇤
R, 2r2l

�

= Lµ (1L, 1R, 4l) + La
µ (3L, 1R, 4l) + Li (2

⇤
L, 2R, 3lr)

+ �LR (2
⇤
L, 2R, 1lr) + L $ R . (14)

Thus H contains a Lorentz 4-vector representation, plus a
3-vector and singlet transforming under the weak groups.

The last term represents a scalar bidoublet, as found in
Left-Right symmetric theories, where its weak scale VEV
breaks electroweak symmetry and gives standard masses
to fermions. We find actually two independent such com-
plex bidoublets, �

LR
= �1 and �

RL
= �

†
2. Decomposing

YH in hermitian components, YH = Y +iỸ , (13) becomes
a generic Yukawa lagrangian  

L
[Y (�1 + �2) + Ỹ i(�1 �

�2)] R + h.c.. The invariance under P is confirmed by
noting the bidoublets transformation �1,2 $ �

†
2,1.

Now, since the minimal LRSM has only one bidoublet,
a fact tied to the nice model predictivity, one may be
tempted to restrict the H field. However, the only possi-
bility is to assume a hermitian representation, H ⌘ H†,
i.e. �1 ⌘ �2, but this would lead to unrealistic fermion
masses, given by the sole matrix Y . The natural possi-
bility is instead to allow generic �1, �2 fields and realize
that after the G breaking at Planck scale, only one com-
bination can (and has to) be kept light, with mass at the
vR scale, and identified with the LRSM bidoublet. The
situation is parallel to what happens when embedding
the SM into the LRSM: the SM Higgs doublet � may be
rewritten as a real LR bidoublet �(⌘ ✏�⇤✏), but then
the Yukawa lagrangian would unrealistically allow just a
single hermitian matrix. One considers thus a complex
bidoublet: one real component is kept light and identi-
fied with the SM Higgs at weak scale by careful choice
of coupling constants (µ-terms); without further choices,
the other remains naturally heavy at the high (vR) break-
ing scale. In the present framework, one combination �
of the two above bidoublets shall be kept light and leads
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symmetry, further extended to include other interactions.
It was discussed in [17, 18] how this unification does not
contradict the Coleman Mandula argument. We refer
to [16, 25] for extra discussions.

The framework is based on the first-order (Cartan) for-
mulation of Gravity (see e.g. [26]) where the gauge field
of the Lorentz group is a spin connection !

m

µn
and the

vierbein field e
m

µ
transforms as a vector under the local

Lorentz group (index m = 0, . . . , 3). A background value
(VEV) of the vierbein is needed for a sensible low energy
spacetime metric: for a standard Minkowski background
it is em

µ
= Mpl �

m

µ
, with Mpl the Planck mass. This VEV,

regarded as the choice of a fixed (unitary) gauge, breaks
both the local Lorentz group and the diffeomorphism in-
variance. It nevertheless leaves unbroken a joint global
Lorentz symmetry, realized when Lorentz and diff trans-
formations on µ and m are matched. This is the global
Lorentz invariance of the Minkowski background that we
experience at low energy. The counting of degrees of
freedom confirms that of the 16 independent fields in e

m

µ
,

6 fields correspond to the gauge modes of local Lorentz
transformations and are set to zero with the gauge fixing,
or “eaten” by the spin connection, which can be shown
to acquire a mass of the order of the Planck scale Mpl.
The other 10 degrees of freedom become propagating and
carry the standard graviton. In this formulation, the
vierbein acts as a Higgs field for the breaking of the local
Lorentz group to a global symmetry.

It is worth stressing again that in the symmetric phase
the internal (gauge) Lorentz transformations are disen-
tangled from the spacetime (diff) ones, while in the bro-
ken phase they are glued. Accordingly, spinors are orig-
inally scalars under spacetime transformations and just
transform under internal local Lorentz. Only in the bro-
ken phase they become spinors also of spacetime trans-
formations, being these glued to Lorentz. As an exam-
ple, their fermionic kinetic term arises from a symmetric-
phase lagrangian written geometrically as

L kin =  �
m
D ^ e

n ^ e
r ^ e

s
✏mnrs, (7)

where i)  are spinors under the gauge group and scalars
under diffs; ii) the vierbein one form is e

m
= e

m

µ
dx

µ; iii)
the covariant derivative D contains the gauge connection
one form !

m

n
= !µ

m

n
dx

µ. In the broken phase, this action
reproduces the standard fermionic kinetic term, including
gravitational interactions.

In this formulation, gravity is ready for enlargement of
the Lorentz gauge group to a generic group G, including
Lorentz and other gauge interactions. One promotes the
local Lorentz index m to a larger index M in a repre-
sentation of G, while space-time and its indices µ remain
four-dimensional. The extended vierbein e

M

µ
still trans-

forms as a one-form under standard 4D diffs, but M is
enlarged. The gauge field !

M

µN
of the enlarged group G

contains both the spin connection and standard gauge
interactions.

Let us exemplify this construction in the case of
G = SO(1, 3 + N), which preserves the metric ⌘MN =

diag {1,�1,�1,�1,�1 . . .} with M = 0, . . . N + 3.
Notably, a vierbein VEV can be arranged again in just

four directions,

e
M

µ
=

⇢
Mpl �

M

µ
, for 0  M  3

0 , for 4  M  N + 3
(8)

which does a twofold job. It breaks again diffs and the 4D
part of G down to global simultaneous Lorentz transfor-
mations of µ and the first four indices M , and in addition
it leaves unbroken a local subgroup SO(N), mixing the
last N directions where the VEV vanishes. This mecha-
nism was used in [17], with SO(11, 3) broken in this single
step to a SO(10) GUT. As analyzed there, the correct
fermionic, gauge, and gravitational lagrangians emerge
after the symmetry breaking of the G-invariant unified
theory, for instance from a direct generalization of (7).

We wish here to study the action of U(1)P and of
P on the background (8). Because U(1)P contains a
gauge rotation in (e.g.) the 1-2 and 3-4 planes and the
VEV e

M

µ
is nonzero in these subspaces, the continuous

U(1)P symmetry is broken (indeed only SO(N) survives).
The discrete P = U(⇡) instead has a more interesting
fate. After this ⇡ rotation, four internal spatial direc-
tions change sign, eM

µ
! �e

M

µ
for M = 1, 2, 3, 4. Because

the VEV is nonvanishing only in the first three directions
M = µ = i = 1, 2, 3, one can write

e
M=0,...,3
µ

= Mpl diag(1, 1, 1, 1) (9)
U(⇡)! Mpl diag(1,�1,�1,�1) ,

or e
M

µ
! e

M

µ
⌘
MM (no summation). Thus also P = U(⇡)

is broken, as it does not preserve e
M

µ
.

We however notice that the VEV can be restored by
adding a Is spatial inversion, eM

µ
! ⌘µµe

M

µ
, which com-

pletes the action of P. We then find

P : e
M

µ
! ⌘µµe

M

µ
⌘
MM

= e
M

µ
, (10)

i.e. the vierbein VEV is invariant under combined inter-
nal parity and spatial inversion, P = Is � P . This result
shows that the breaking mechanism glues not only the
gauge and diff Lorentz transformations but also glues in-
ternal parity with spatial inversion, to produce the stan-
dard behavior of parity in the low energy field theory.

Thus, if the Lagrangian is invariant under space in-
version, then the low energy theory will be exactly P
invariant.
Emergence of LRSM Yukawa terms. It is instruc-
tive to explicitly discuss, in the SO(1, 7) example, the
emergence of the P-invariant fermionic Yukawa terms
of the LRSM. While in the symmetric phase a direct
(Majorana) mass term for the fermions  t

C is for-
bidden by the other gauge interactions, e.g. B � L and
color (or SU(4)) one can have Yukawa terms by intro-
ducing some extra bosonic field, for instance a generic
(reducible) H 2 8c8

†
c
:

LYuk = YH 
†
H + h.c. , (11)

where YH is a generic complex Yukawa matrix.



Higgses…
• Decomposinng  

  
     
    

H = 8c8†
c

H = [(2*L ,1,2l) + (1,2*R, 2r)]⋅[(2L,1,2l) + (1,2R,2r)]
= (1L + 3L,1R, 2l2l) + (1L,1R + 3R, 2r2r) + (2*L ,2R, 2l2r) + (2L,2*R, 2r2l)
= Lμ (1L,1R,4l)+La

μ (3L,1R,4l)+Li(2*L ,2R,3l̄r)+ΦL̄R(2*L ,2R,1l̄r) +L ↔ R



Higgses…
• Decomposinng  

  
     
    

H = 8c8†
c

H = [(2*L ,1,2l) + (1,2*R, 2r)]⋅[(2L,1,2l) + (1,2R,2r)]
= (1L + 3L,1R, 2l2l) + (1L,1R + 3R, 2r2r) + (2*L ,2R, 2l2r) + (2L,2*R, 2r2l)
= Lμ (1L,1R,4l)+La

μ (3L,1R,4l)+Li(2*L ,2R,3l̄r)+ΦL̄R(2*L ,2R,1l̄r) +L ↔ R

• Healthy and unhealthy states:

- : weak singlet, lorentz 4-vector

- : Left triplet, lorentz 4-vector

- : LR bidoublet, lorentz 3-vector (selfdual F  ~ Ei,Bi)

- : the LR bidoublet scalar   (OK)

Lμ

La
μ

La
i

ΦL̄R

• All states have naturally mass at Planck scale, not so concerning. 
One shall tune to keep light only the good ones ( )Φ

Model building some outstanding task.



Parity and strong CP
The high scale -invariance with its spontaneous breaking was used 
as a solution of strong CP, because it forbids     

𝒫
θ̄FF̃

• Here, , and  is protected by gauge.   
What about invariance under space inversion  ?

𝒫 = Is ∘ P P
Is

[Mohapatra, Senjanovic ‘78 
 Maiezza Nemevsek ‘14,  
Senjanovic Tello ’20]



Parity and strong CP
The high scale -invariance with its spontaneous breaking was used 
as a solution of strong CP, because it forbids     

𝒫
θ̄FF̃

• Here, , and  is protected by gauge.   
What about invariance under space inversion  ?

𝒫 = Is ∘ P P
Is

Not required by gravity (only Diffs+, for the equivalence principle).   So:

• Assuming it, one gets exact  symmetry - no strong CP.𝒫

• Allowing -violation: one has few terms that violate , still respecting P : 
 
    …for instance exactly    , unified. 

Is 𝒫

θ FM
N ∧ FN

M ∼ θ FF̃ + θ RR̃

So  can be free, while Yukawas still protected by . 
Violation just in these few terms, unified between gauge and gravity

θ̄ 𝒫

[Mohapatra, Senjanovic ‘78 
 Maiezza Nemevsek ‘14,  
Senjanovic Tello ’20]



Cosmic Strings?

…thus there will not be Planck scale cosmic strings.

Breaking of a continuous GUT to discrete group usually 
leads to cosmic strings.                              [e.g. Kibble Lazarides Shafi '82]

• Here, turning around a string,  changes the VEV 

• which can not be restored by  just at the end… 
… space would become non orientable (!).

• Instead  are contractible in SO(n).

U(π)

θ̄M
μ → MP diag(1, −1, −1, −1, 0, 0, …)

Is

U(2π) = 1



Summary
Willing to protect Left-Right Parity  as gauge 

• called for extended gauging of Lorentz for P 
and to mix at least with the weak group(s)

• Gravi-weak SO(1,7)  or  gravi-GUT SO(7,7)

• Beyond Planck a topological symmetric phase  
In the broken phase, standard Lorentz invariance. 

•  emerges. New symmetries for other groups. 

• Large symmetry, hoping to be limited in model building. 

𝒫

𝒫 = P ∘ Is

Thanks!






